Gandi continues its international expansion
Following successful growth in Europe and the United States, Gandi looks to Asia
10 JULY 2014, PARIS, FRANCE
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This new subsidiary will enable the company to address the Asian markets, localize its
services into Chinese, and enhance the 24-hour support it provides for its international
clientele with a local team in Asia.
After opening data centers and hiring local teams to serve U.S. customers in 2010, and again
in Luxembourg for European customers outside France in 2013, Gandi has hired developer
and tech industry wizard Thomas Kuiper to lead its expansion on the Asian continent.
Taiwan has many advantages for Gandi, including many high-tech industries, a history of rapid
growth, and a strong culture of innovation. Kuiper, formerly lead developer at Club Internet (a
French ISP), has been a Taiwan resident since 2005. Before joining Gandi, he led
development projects for embedded telecommunication systems and medical applications. He
is also a longstanding Gandi customer.
The new Gandi Asia customer support team, led by Kuiper, will enhance the teams currently
based in Paris, Luxembourg, and San Francisco.
This expansion marks another move in Gandi's global strategy to meet the needs of
its international customer base.
While remaining on the same steady trajectory of growth in services and quality it has
maintained for many years, Gandi is progressing towards its goal of offering the highest
possible quality domain services, innovative hosting, and excellent support.

  

RELEVANT LINKS

Gandi's website
http://www.gandibar.net/post/n%C7%90-...
http://www.gandibar.net/post/n%C7%90-h%C7%8Eo-Gandi-Taiwan%21

Gandi's Asian team
https://twitter.com/Gandi_Asia
https://twitter.com/Gandi_Asia

Gandi's U.S. team
https://twitter.com/gandibar
https://twitter.com/gandibar

Gandi's French team
https://twitter.com/gandi_net
https://twitter.com/gandi_net
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ABOUT GANDI US

Founded in March of 2000, Gandi has grown to become one of the primary sellers of domain names in the world,
with over 1.5 million domain names under management. Gandi provides individuals the opportunity to personalize
their piece of the Internet, while offering domain name and hosting solutions to small businesses, large companies
and institutions. Besides its function as a domain registrar, Gandi is a leading SSL Certification Authority, managing
nearly 15,000 certificates.
With its expertise in domain names, Gandi expanded its offering to public cloud hosting in 2008, and now supports
more than 20,000 hosting customers, representing more than 100,000 sites. With both Simple Hosting, a PaaS
service designed for SMEs and individuals, and a high-performance IaaS service, Gandi offers a range of options to
suit the needs of its various customers.
Gandi's hosting options combine the power of virtual private servers with high flexibility and optimal data security on
a truly innovative network and server architecture.
Gandi is an innovative company, offering services "for geeks, by geeks," insists Stephan Ramoin, CEO. Gandi has
a simple but ambitious commitment: "to create the company in which we would like to work, and sell products and
services that we would buy as customers."
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Contact information

Gandi US
Gandi US, Inc.
PO Box 192101
San Francisco, CA 94119

🌐 Main website
🏢 Company blog
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